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We developed an electronic critical path system named
Abstract - Medical information system such as electronic
medical record is very expensive.
satisfy medical care staff.

And it cannot completely

Recently, in some of Japanese

hospitals, medical operating support systems are built by medical
care staffs. In such cases, FileMaker Pro which is commercial
database software is frequently used. In this paper we describe
the usefulness and benefit of such a system made with FileMaker
Pro.

Patient Condition Adaptive Path System (PCAPS) by using
FileMaker Pro version 6. This PCAPS is made to respond to
change of patients' conditions when a medical practice is
performed according to a critical path.

In this system, a

hospitalization process is divided into some processes and
so-called unit pathway is created for every process, and we can
go to the final goal (discharge), shifting between the units
prepared beforehand according to change of a patients'
conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION
The digital divide is the gap between those with regular,
effective access to digital technologies and those without. In
the United States, this problem was already discussed in the
mid-1990s. Also in Japan, the importance is emphasized in the
general information field in recent years.

On the other hand,

Japanese medical industry is in the midst of rapid change of
computerization.

For the hospital which cannot keep up with

the change, the digital divide is a matter of life and death.
However, because small hospitals have been experiencing
severe financial difficulties, they are not easy to invest a large
amount and to introduce medical information systems by
system vendors unlike large hospitals or public hospitals.
In some of Japanese hospitals, medical information support
systems are built by medical care staffs.

In such cases, the

software that is used frequently is FileMaker Pro which is
commercial database software.
In this paper, we describe the advantage of such a system
and also consider what is really needed by medical care staffs
about medical computerization.
II. METHOD

Fig. 1. Clinical process chart in PCAPS

Figure 1 shows clinical process chart (CPC) in PCAPS.
CPC is a map tool to make process of thinking of a doctor

Figure 3 shows Critical Path for Patients.

It has many

illustrations so that a patient is easy to understand it.

visible.
A unit of "admission" is arranged at the upper end of a map,
and a unit of "discharge" is arranged in a bottom end.
Treatment intervention corresponding to a change of the
patient state that can happen during hospitalization is posted
for several units between "admission" and "discharge". The
whole medical team can share process of thinking of a doctor
by using this CPC.

Fig. 4. PCAPS analyzer

Figure 4 shows PCAPS analyzer.

It is a tool to analyze the

result that performed medical care with PCAPS.

We improve

PCAPS appropriately by analyzing these results by this
analysis tool.
We are tackling the full computerization of PCAPS as a
research which received the research grant of the Ministry of

Fig. 2. Unit sheet in PCAPS

Health, Labor and Welfare.
Figure 2 shows unit sheet (US) in PCAPS.

In US, all of

Actual employment was performed in the pediatrics ward of

medical acts that a medical person should perform in a unit

Shinko Kakogawa Hospital which is also one of the research

arranged on CPC are described.

cooperation hospitals of this research group.

Each US has a function as a

small critical path.
III. RESULTS
A critical path as a work schedule in the general industrial
world is introduced into the medical industry, and the
usefulness came to be esteemed as a communication tool
between a medical worker and a patient and also between
medical workers. It surely has many potential benefits, but
sometimes doesn't work effectively because a present pathway
is not flexible to diversity of change of patients' conditions.
In order to solve this problem, we developed an electronic
critical path system using commercial database software called
FileMaker Pro.
Fig. 3. Critical Path for Patients

Our system has many benefits, which is easy to build,

Figure 6 shows the result of the questionnaire survey

flexible and cost-efficient in comparison with other medical

conducted by Japanese Society for Clinical Pathway. It

record systems built by big IT vendors.

revealed that 70% of hospitals surveyed have a handmade

This is only one of the examples about a handmade system
by medical care staff in Japan.

system made with commercial software.

Moreover,

FileMaker Pro accounts for 35% of such commercial software.

As far as I know, in several hospitals including a national

The advantages of such handmade systems developed by

hospital and some public hospitals, various handmade systems

medical care staff are described below.

are working such as “Incident report system”, “Clinical

satisfy their requirements. And they are easy to change the

They can completely

pathway system”, “Reservation system”, “Nutrition support

system according to new requirements. The reason is because

system”, “Infection control system”, and so on.

they are invented and built by themselves.

And they do not

cost very much, because they are made by medical care staff as
a part of their daily medical work.
However, there are a few problems as follows.

When the

person who made the system leaves the hospital, it sometimes
becomes a problem about who takes care of it.

Actually, it is

not unusual that such an orphan system does not operate well
after its author disappeared. Another problem is about
evaluation of a medical person making a system.

It is thought

he should receive additional payment as a system creator. But
actually in such a case the person usually would receive
payment only for his medical work. Another problem is who
owns the rights to the system.

If the system making was

performed in a range of a normal medical work, it will be

Fig.5. Variety of System

proper to think the hospital owns the rights. However, a
Such handmade systems developed with FileMaker Pro are
variety of aspects in a Japanese medical scene.

Figure 5

shows clinical process chart (CPC) in PCAPS. The type of

system creator will be dissatisfied when there is no reward of
system making and no proprietary rights of the system.
It will be important to build proper structure relating to

usage , the purpose of utilization, and the positioning in a

appropriate evaluation for a handmade system by medical care

hospital are summarized in figure 5.

staff themselves and the legal handling of the system.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Original medical systems developed by medical care staffs are very
useful. In many aspects, there are plenty of advantages to medical
care staffs.

The reason is because such systems are invented and

built by themselves.
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